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Abstract—A human-centered approach to computer systems design involves reframing analysis in terms of the people interacting with each other. The primary concern is not how people can interact with computers, but how shall we design work systems (facilities, tools, roles, and procedures) to help people pursue their personal projects, as they work independently and collaboratively? Two case studies provide empirical requirements. First, an analysis of astronaut interactions with CapCom on Earth during one traverse of Apollo 17 shows what kind of information was conveyed and what might be automated today. A variety of agent and robotic technologies are proposed that deal with recurrent problems in communication and coordination during the analyzed traverse. Second, an analysis of biologists and a geologist working at Haughton Crater in the High Canadian Arctic reveals how work interactions between people involve independent personal projects, sensitively coordinated for mutual benefit. In both cases, an agent or robotic system’s role would be to assist people, rather than collaborating, because today’s computer systems lack the identity and purpose that consciousness provides.
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I. INTRODUCTION: sorting out “HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION”

Anyone looking back over the past few decades must be impressed at what we have accomplished in bringing computer systems to real-world, complex environments—even to imagine assisting astronauts on Mars. In large part, our success is enabled by smaller, cheaper, and more reliable and networked personal computers. That we can imagine networking—with components off-the-shelf—a half-dozen or more supercomputer laptops running on robots, vehicles, and backpacks, distributed over many kilometers [1] is truly astounding from the perspective of those who struggled with punch cards and line printers to develop Artificial Intelligence (AI) programs in the 1970s.

But with this technology bonus, the tables are turned. The burden is no longer to just show that the computer can do something human-like, such as converse in a dialogue or move down a corridor. Today we must confront the reality of the environments in which we seek to do practical work. The question then becomes, how can computers help people or perhaps more precisely, what help do people need? This question is inherently empirical, though the answers will be determined by how new technologies change the work situation, as total work systems are developed in the context of use [2].

However, there is much confusion about differences between people and machinery and how to properly begin a design study. The rhetoric of “collaboration” and “human-robot interaction” has disguised for many researchers what they are trying to do and even their own nature as people. For example, a colleague recently developed an on-line ontology “All Persons” two entities, Robotic Agent and Person. The idea of categorizing software the same as a human being is at the very least sloppy, and at the worst provides a foundation that will muddle and distort every aspect of the system’s design.

As another example, a recent AI symposium has been titled, “Human Interaction with Autonomous Systems in Complex Environments.” The perspective developed in this article suggests that we deliberately reverse the ordering: Agent interactions with human systems. The system is not a technology that must interact with people, but the whole combination of people, their tools, and the environment. The symposium abstract states:

Autonomy changes the nature of human tasks and can introduce new risks. Mitigating those risks raises issues in autonomous systems research such as: 1) How to accept task inputs from humans; 2) How to adjust the level of autonomy and/or change the distribution of roles and responsibilities between autonomous systems and humans; 3) How to model humans and their tasks and to level of autonomy and/or change the distribution of roles and responsibilities between autonomous systems and humans; 3) How to model humans and their tasks and to what level of detail and; 4) How to facilitate human understanding of the goals, tasks and contexts of autonomous systems....

These problems are real enough, but perhaps especially serious if the autonomous system is given, as something that must be mitigated. The abstract’s proposed solutions—accepting inputs, adjusting the roles, modeling people, and facilitating understanding—fit the traditional view of technical design: From idealized functions (i.e., a
superhuman teammate) develop technology, adjust the technology to be more usable, and then train people to cope with the resulting difficulties.

A human-centered approach [3] starts instead with the people in their work environment. The science of human interaction—as perceptual-motor, cognitive, and social phenomena—becomes the foundation of work system design, including organizations, facilities, tools, procedures. This perspective reframes the problem. To paraphrase the symposium's abstract:

Organizations, facilities, tools, and formal procedures change the nature of human activity and can introduce new opportunities for action. Realizing the advantages raises issues in work systems design research such as: 1) How to determine how people will do their work in complex environments that do not yet exist; 2) How people will communicate with and learn from each other; 3) How people will exchange roles and responsibilities with each other over time; 4) How tools can facilitate routine tasks, as well as action in dangerous, unexpected situations; 5) How to model a work system, including people, facilities, geography, tools, and procedures and to what level of detail; and 6) How to facilitate human understanding of the operational capabilities and shortcomings of autonomous systems.

The original perspective of the symposium's abstract is not wrong, but it is one-sided. It appears to put the burden on fixing the tools or fixing the people, rather than grounding the original objectives in a better understanding of how people work together and how to facilitate their collaboration. Consider trying to help carpenters by only asking, “How do hammers change the nature of carpentry?” My interest in this article is especially to understand the difference between collaboration and assistance provided by tools. I shall argue that without consciousness, a robot can only assist people and not participate in their collaboration, a role restricted to persons (i.e., agents with a conscious self).

The analysis and models required are not only cognitive, but social and perceptual-motor [4]. In Brahms [5], [6], we have worked for a decade to provide such a modeling framework, in which computer systems (whether databases or robots) are described and simulated side-by-side with models of groups of people and their activities, within a modeled geography including buildings, tables, etc. and other tools, such as sample bags. Furthermore, we have shown through a series of models that it is advantageous to model a series of full days in order to understand how work actions (down to the task level) are affected by the context of everyday life [7].

For the case of assisting astronauts exploring a planetary surface, we have the good fortune of having fully documented lunar traverses, transcribed with photographs and digitized video. The six Apollo explorations are a gold mine of data. In this article I analyze a particular Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA), a traverse (walk and drive) during Apollo 17, to show what data is available and what we can learn about collaboration and assistance. As a second case study, I then examine in more detail the nature of collaboration, analyzing videos of biologists and geologists doing field science on Devon Island, in the High Canadian Arctic. I conclude with a broader philosophic discussion of how to frame the problem of designing tools for scientific field work.

II. APOLLO 17 DATA AND ANALYSIS SUMMARY

During the 75 hours on the Moon, the Apollo 17 crew conducted three EVAs totaling 22 hours on the lunar surface. These EVAs included lunar rover traverses totaling 36 km, collection of lunar samples at 22 locations in the Taurus-Littrow Valley, deployment or performance of 10 science experiments, and examination and photography of the lunar surface. [8]

A. Objective and Method

This case study is motivated by a problem and an opportunity. The problem is that the accomplishments of the Apollo 17 crew during their three days on the moon could not be sustained for weeks at a time, let alone months on Mars. The pace was too fast; the amount of work and difficulties in navigating and using tools too strenuous. Furthermore, the assistance provided by CapCom1 that made the work efficient at all will be unavailable from Earth during Mars surface operations due to the 10-40 minute roundtrip time delay.

The opportunity arises from the observation that CapCom provided many services that could be easily automated:

146:30:19 Cernan: Say, Bob, where can I get a new set of bags?
146:30:23 Parker: Okay, you want new bags..They'll be under Jack's seat.

Automating the CapCom role would not only make a Mars mission possible, but also make the work less burdensome than it was on the moon, because many of the verbal interactions with the crew would be replaced by telemetry.

Furthermore, CapCom provides a model of a disembodied agent (not a robot), whose coordination role is distinctly different from the surface crew. He does not work on the same tasks; he does not carry out any physical work. Past research emphasis on computers as robots has almost totally missed the opportunity to develop software agents [9], [10] for assisting in surface exploration. Analysis shows that an agent need not be a collaborator, but an assistant that logs, tracks, advises, and monitors the work. Obviously, the functions of a physical robot and software agents could be combined. But first we need to understand what services people provide when playing this assistant role from a distance.

To reveal the function of CapCom, I categorized and analyzed examples from Apollo 17 of the interaction between the surface EVA crew (Schmitt and Cernan) and CapCom on Earth (Bob Parker). This analysis is based on three segments of the second EVA during Apollo 17, termed “Orange Soil,” “Traverse to Station 5,” and “Geology Station 5 at Camelot Crater” in the Apollo Lunar Surface Journal (ALSJ) [8]. Mission elapsed time is continuous from 145:23:48 to 146:56:34 (about 1.5 hrs). The excerpts were selected to identify the kinds of assistance provided by CapCom. The

1 CapCom was an astronaut in Mission Control in Houston, who served as the crew members' single point of contact during the mission.
transcript was printed and annotated with written marks, then reformatted as shown here.

Analysis of the transcript reveals the following broad categories of information flow and work management functions as the EVA crew interacts with CapCom throughout their work:

1. Reading out information (logging):
   - sample bag numbers
   - camera frame counts
   - rover systems indicators
2. Asking where materials (cans, bags) are located
3. Providing descriptions (geological, equipment condition) for the record
4. Suggesting, requesting, or documenting equipment settings and usage (e.g., suit cooling, film magazine change, dusting radiators)

CapCom actively manages the work on the lunar surface:

1. Indicates elapsed time, time remaining at a site, including walkback (turn around) warnings
2. States revised plans for substituting, skipping, or reprioritizing work
3. Provides navigation advice, including identifying craters the crew is seeing

These interactions occur in ordinary conversations, with many complications involving disruptive, misheard, and mistaken remarks. The functions and problems are explained further with transcript excerpts, followed by a discussion of broad technological approaches for dealing with the problems.

B. Crew-CapCom Interactions Apollo 17 EVA 2

This section illustrates all of the identified functions of CapCom (Bob Parker), including information provided to and received from the crew (Gene Cernan and Jack Schmitt), as well as work management (navigation, scheduling, and prioritization). Each functional category is indicated by a subsection heading. For example, the first category indicates that the crew verbally provides bag numbers for rock samples, which CapCom records. Excerpts are sequential (mission elapsed time) within each category. Statements in brackets [...] are comments in the original transcript.

1) Crew: Logging sample bag numbers

Bag information includes source of sample and description. Bob usually responds "Copy that."

145:34:53 Cernan: Bob, the gray material that's adjacent to the red material is in - what would I say - (bag) 510.
145:35:01 Parker: Copy that.

Bob confirms that he has heard correctly

145:48:21 Parker: Okay, and, Jack, I copied - aside from three trench samples - I copied one single bag of basalt samples. Is that correct?
145:48:36 Parker: Copy that.

The crew often works together to take and secure a sample, so descriptions may come from either of them. Here Gene describes Jack's soil sample (465). Bob anticipates the bag number for the rock sample (466). Then Jack changes the topic back to the previous sample (465) to add information.

146:45:37 Schmitt: (Pouring) I think we better leave it at that.
146:45:43 Cernan: Okay, 465. Pick that other one up and I'll bag it real quick.
146:45:45 Parker: Copy that.
5) Crew: Providing geological descriptions for the record
The only means of recording observations during the EVA is via the voice loop.

146:39:57 Parker: Okay, guys...
146:39:58 Schmitt: I'll get a...
146:39:59 Parker: ...looks like you'll be going in about 10 minutes.

9) CapCom: States revised plans for substituting, skipping, or reprioritizing work
145:14:47 Parker: Okay, and the number 1 and 2 priorities at this station will be samples from the crater rim and the pan from the crater rim. Over.
145:36:14 Parker: 17, Houston. We'd like to get the double core here instead of the small can. Double core, please, instead of the small can.
145:36:24 Schmitt: Did you want it in the orange?
145:36:26 Parker: Roger. That affirm. We can put cores in gray soil all the time.

CapCom suggests how the crew should overlap and coordinate tasks.
145:57:23 Cernan: We're coming up to 103 at 2.6 now, so we need a sample up here.
145:15:18 Cernan: Okay. 103, 2.5. Anywhere.

A task request is not a simple statement, but may involve a sequence of confirmations and elaboration—CapCom appears to repeat the request, but notice that the first command he gives Schmitt gives the objective (get the SEP to cool), but not how to do it (turn it off). Five statements are required (including Cernan's repetition) before Schmitt is satisfied.

146:26:28 Parker: As you get off, we'd also like to open the SEP and again get that to cool.
146:26:36 Schmitt: Okay. You wanted to turn it off?
146:26:39 Parker: That's affirm...
146:26:40 Cernan: Turn it off.
146:26:41 Parker: ...turn it off, open, dust...
146:26:42 Schmitt: You want it off?
146:26:43 Parker: ...the same thing we've been doing to it all afternoon...(correcting himself) all evening.
146:26:48 Schmitt: Well, it's midday here, Bob. (Pause)

10) Crew, CapCom: Provides navigation advice, including identifying craters they are seeing
145:57:05 Cernan: Okay, I'm Min. Man, I'll tell you, that heading is going to put us right...Okay, Bob, give me a...Dang. Wait a minute.
145:57:15 Parker: The heading you should be generally taking...
145:57:17 Schmitt: Where we at?
145:57:18 Parker: ...toward Victory is 090, Gene.
145:57:23 Cernan: Okay, can you give me a bearing and range at Victory?
145:57:27 Parker: Okay. Stand by...
145:57:38 Parker: ...105 and 3.1.

With appropriate telemetry, the following is unnecessary.
146:03:03 Cernan: We're at 103, 3.4.
146:03:06 Parker: Copy that. (Pause)

CapCom provides advice, Jack asks for clarification; Bob defers to their understanding.
146:17:08 Parker: Copy that. And just press on the same heading you've been carrying there, Gene, and that will get you to Camelot.
146:17:17 Cernan: We want the southwestern edge, huh?
146:17:20 Schmitt: Do you want to go where Station 5 is, Bob (that is, to the planned spot on the southwest rim)?
146:17:23 Parker: That's my understanding, Jack. So press on towards there unless I tell you otherwise.
146:17:29 Schmitt: Well, but you were talking about changing Station 5. I think Station 5 is a pretty good spot (as is).
146:17:34 Parker: Roger. And I think that's where we want to go. I'm just trying to verify that. You can go in that direction, though. I'll get with you if it's not.
146:17:42 Schmitt: Okay. (Pause) It's probably the most concentrated boulder field on Camelot.
146:17:48 Parker: Okay. You know where it is, and we think it's about 092 and 1.6.
146:17:56 Cernan: 092 and 1.6. You know this country...
146:18:00 Parker: Roger. But you know where it is, so you'll find it when you get there.

C. Complicating Aspects of Crew-CapCom Work
The categories of information exchanged and work management suggest an initial design for an automated CapCom “agent.” However, the transcript reveals several complications in the verbal exchange and in tracking and planning the work.

1) The crew sometimes mishears or does not listen to each other and CapCom, or misunderstands who is speaking to whom
   Another person in mission control (Fendell) is controlling the position of the rover’s television camera. Cernan speaks to him about a pan, which Schmitt misunderstands as referring to himself.
145:28:50 Cernan: Well, I'm going to clean their glasses so they know we're (not crazy)...(To Fendell) Can you wait a minute on that pan you're taking?
   [Gene moves the TV so that he can dust it.]
145:28:57 Cernan: No, I mean the television camera. (To Fendell) I'll put you back where I had you.
2) Lack of immediate response to request for advice suggests communication breakdown
146:50:03 Cernan: ... When do you want us to leave, Bob? (No answer; pause)
146:50:20 Cernan: Jack, do you read me?
146:50:24 Parker: Hello, 17. Loud and clear. We'd like you to leave immediately, if not sooner.
3) Dialog is mixed-initiative with interleaved topics
   Here CapCom makes a new request, while Cernan and Schmitt respond in turn to two different tasks they are doing.
145:54:03 Parker: And what's your frame count, Jack?
145:54:05 Cernan: Charge number 1.
145:54:07 Schmitt: Okay, (SEP) power's On, recorder's On, the temperature is one-twelve (112).
145:54:16 Parker: I copy that.
4) CapCom loses track of what the crew is doing
   The TV image often shows only one crew member; here the TV was off.
145:54:38 Parker: And, Jack, what's your frame count, please?
145:54:42 Schmitt: Wait, Bob, I can give you that on the Rover. [TV off]
145:54:45 Parker: Okay. I thought you were on there.
   5) CapCom’s remarks were sometimes disruptive and unnecessary
145:55:45 Cernan: That's all right. We got a flag on the Rover, and I'm reading 136 on battery number 2.
145:55:54 Parker: Say again on that one, Gene.
   [Schmitt - 'My first inclination in the MOCR would have been to turn around and say 'Did anybody get that?,’ rather than call right up and distract the crew. ’]
6) Under time pressure, decisions need to be made about competing goals
145:56:28 Cernan: Early?! I could have gotten that dark mantle on the other side of that crater. That's all it would have taken.
8) CapCom’s decisions were based on interactions with other people; these conversations are not transcribed
145:32:21 Schmitt: Hey, you want any of this bagged in the can, Bob? Canned in the bag...or whatever it is?
145:32:30 Parker: Stand by. They're debating that right now.
7) Mission control sometimes made scheduling decisions that were non-optimal based on opportunities visible to the EVA crew
   9) The crew works independently and must periodically ascertain each other’s status and provide advice to each other
146:34:52 Schmitt: (Turning toward the Rover) How you coming, Geno?
146:35:00 Parker: Copy. Mark that.
   10) The crew confuses LM location (checklist) with SEP transmitter (Rover indicator)
145:55:56 Schmitt: It must be pretty close.
145:55:59 Cernan: You bet your life! (Obviously pleased with himself) I'm reading 085/1.4, and that's what my checklist said.
   11) Photographs may be deficient; quick feedback would help
   [This photo, like the others Jack has taken since finishing his pan, is badly overexposed.]

D. Agent and Robot Technologies to Assist Field Science
Analysis of the transcript suggests four technologies for dramatically improving surface exploration efficiency, aspects of which we are currently implementing and testing in the Mobile Agents Project [1]:
1) Telemetry between rover and mission support, e.g., rover battery temperature, film frame numbers, bag numbers.
Many verbal interactions between the crew and CapCom
involve reading information that could be automatically provided by telemetry. Bag numbers might be transmitted by a scanning device on the rover or the suit sleeve.

2) A "remote agent," resembling Bob, with whom the crew may have a mixed-initiative dialog about their work, while coordinating this work with a remote crew (at the Hab or Libration Point) and with Earth. During Apollo 17, Bob plays a distinct role, not like a third member of the EVA crew, but as a remote advisor for recording information, helping find and use equipment, and especially to prioritize and time activities. Although it may be tempting to refer to Bob as a member of the EVA team, the crew relates to him very differently from the way they interact with each other. In many respects, Bob is more present to each of them individually than they are to each other. That is, they individually coordinate their actions and narrations more closely with Bob than they do with each other.

3) A navigation-task display with a map overlaid, indicating the current location, the route so far, and the planned route with stops. Timings indicate how much time was spent at previous stops, projected stop times (adjusted for current performance and schedule changes), and time remaining. The display indicates the current activity and time allocation, plus the next activity.

4) Bag holder and logger—the astronauts spend a lot of time holding a bag open while the other shovels in soil or inserts a rock, or simply carrying sample bags:

   146:43:02 Schmitt: Yep. Whew. I've got to have Gene with me since (1) can't carry sample bags.
   146:43:09 Parker: Roger.
   146:43:10 Schmitt: I probably can if I'm careful; but I keep dropping them..

Having a robot assistant would free up the other crew member. The robot could also automatically scan the bag number, so it needn't be read out loud by the astronaut. This is a classic example of how examining work practice reveals needs that "technology push" would not consider. Assisting the crew in routine tasks should be considered before "autonomous robots" or doing infrequent big jobs, such as unrolling cables.

As indicated in the previous section, the most demanding aspects of this system are understanding natural dialogue, especially interleaved conversations—between the astronauts and each with CapCom—and tracking what the crew is doing.

III. COLLABORATION IN FIELD SCIENCE ON DEVON ISLAND

By design, the work of equipment deployment and exploration of the lunar surface was carried out by the two astronauts working independently. Ironically, the most common reason for working together that we find in the Apollo 17 transcript is holding a sample bag open for the other person to shovel in soil—a task a robot could do especially well. Consequently, although the transcripts reveal a great deal about collaboration between CapCom and the crew, the record does not tell us very much about how two scientist-astronauts might collaborate. In fact, Gene Cerman was not a scientist (though he often demonstrated his capability and emphasized he was not Schmitt’s assistant), and Jack Schmitt was the only professional geologist to walk on the moon.

To learn about scientists’ collaboration, I studied geologists and biologists working at Haughton Crater in the Canadian Arctic during four field seasons [11]. As the methods have been previously published in detail, I will focus here on analysis of two interactions as a case study. My interest is to consider what would happen if two scientists were working on Mars: If given time to explore (unlike on Apollo), according to their personal interests, how might they interact? How could an agent software system help? What additional services could a robot provide? As before, my fundamental question is to understand what collaboration looks like, and to distinguish it from assistance.

The first interaction is a case of two biologists working together in a boat in Lake Polygon at Haughton Crater, where they discover something worth sampling on the lake bottom (about a foot deep). The second interaction involves one of these biologists working over an hour with a geologist on a ridge, gathering samples.

A. Biologist assisting a biologist

In this interaction, C (a biologist) is leaning over the boat, examining the bottom of the lake. D (another biologist) is paddling the boat, providing assistance. Indentation indicates remarks that overlap. The second column provides an interpretation of D’s remarks.

C Need a bag...did we bring extra sample bags?
D suggests how to store sample and points out possible sample.
D (hands bag) Want to stuff it in that sack?
C Same stuff that’s on the shore, actually.
D Here’s a large floating piece.
C Okay...I don’t think I need this...it’s the same as the shore...algae... (garbled) different...
C (leaning over boat) What’s all this small stuff?
D makes basic observation.
D It seems to be well mixed in with the bottom.
C It’s full of eggs!
D Really?
C Well, I don’t know what they are...yeah, look...they’re green eggs! Are those eggs or are they algae? Nodules of algae...
D It’s a...
C...it’s algae...
D agrees with C’s description.
D ....it’s algae
C Yeah, I just spit one.
D Yup (laughs)...I should say...
C What are they?...It’s a green matrix... grab some of this.
D Yup.
C It’s like a mixture of breccia and...
D repeats C’s description and advises about sample.
D ....and algae nodules.
C And algae nodules
D Did you get a good hand...
C This is Nostoc isn’t it? That forms these green nodules. Ah, Cynobacteria. These are...these are Nostoc nodules. I don’t understand what the rest of this is, it’s a really weird...matrix of ah...algae and...broken up breccia. Pretty interesting. Do you have another plastic bag here?
D suggests how to store sample.
D Ah, no, why don’t you put it in one of the vials?
C This is just leak... I just stepped on the top accidentally (laughs). Ah, I could use this one, I guess. I want to get a whole clump of this. I don’t know whether to put some in one of these bottles actually.
D offers to hold boat steady to facilitate sampling.
D Well, I could hold us right here, we’re right over a whole bed of it
C Should I...I wanted to fill this with water from here, this has got preservative on them... If I throw this in it will be too concentrated...
D (unclear advice)
C Well, I’m wondering about filling this, full of this water, and dumping a whole pile of this in...
D Oh for pres...
C ...to preserve it
D asks about method.
D It’s a... you’re making like a formalin solution?
C Yes, it’s formalin gluteraldehyde, the bottom layer. I’m sending this up to [person]... And then we need a pure water sample as well... These nodules will be interesting. Because the thing is the whole lake is covered in this. Once we have this id’ed...
D acknowledges sampling strategy.
D Right.
C It’s pretty much the biology of this lake, characterized....

Throughout, it can be seen that C is leading the work process and D is assisting. His remarks indicate that he is generally familiar with what C is doing, but clearly C dominates in sampling, describing, and planning the work. C and D are not collaborating because D does not have a project of his own here. He is simply assisting C: He helps find ways to store the sample, he points out possible material to sample, he makes a simple observation about the materials, and he holds the boat steady. Nevertheless, D is a highly educated assistant, for he makes confirming descriptions (“and algae nodules”) that appropriately choose from and repeat C’s descriptions. Aside from paddling the boat, D contributes nothing in this particular interaction that C could not have done himself. Indeed, D is at Lake Polygon primarily for safety and to make C’s work easier; the analysis at this site is not D’s particular research interest. This is not a collaboration specifically because D is not engaged in personal work at this time. The subsequent analysis of C working with a geologist shows a very different kind of interaction.

B. Geologist collaborating with a biologist

The following interaction occurs on the ridge of Lake Sapphire in the Haughton Crater around mid-day on July 18, 1999. C, the same biologist from Lake Polygon, is following Z, a geologist. They pick up rocks, hit them with a hammer, and examine surfaces. Numbers indicate local time; comments are in italics. C is wearing the wireless microphone, so Z’s remarks are sometimes unclear. Video is recorded from distances varying from close-up to tens of meters.

C indicates to Z what interests him and names it; Z confirms where they are looking; C indicates why it’s significant to him.
C Heh, it has got a layer of green in it. Whoa...Check this out (walks over to Z)... See that layer of green?
Z Yup.
C It’s an endolith... [11:54]
Z ...just below the crust...
C ...a limestone endolith... that’s cool... (pointing for me) it’s just in there... a layer of green
C’s first thought is to ask Z to assist, but he thinks better of it, and opens the rock himself.
C Can you smash up more of this stuff; actually I should borrow your... " (he takes hammer and starts hitting) [11:55]
C asks Z to confirm the type of rock
C Wow...(hits and opens and looks inside) yeah, there’s some more in here as well... it’s really excellent... This is limestone? [11:56]
Z Yes, dolomitic limestone.
C Cool. (hits more and looks)
Z (arranging backpack and putting on)
Z suggests how to store sample.
D asks about method.
D It’s a... you’re making like a formalin solution?
C Yes, it’s formalin gluteraldehyde, the bottom layer. I’m sending this up to [person]... And then we need a pure water sample as well... These nodules will be interesting. Because the thing is the whole lake is covered in this. Once we have this id’ed...
D acknowledges sampling strategy.
D Right.
C It’s pretty much the biology of this lake, characterized....

Notice how C named the rock’s biological aspect (endolith) and Z named the geological aspect (dolomitic limestone). They have collaborated in identifying a limestone endolith, which C clarifies is shock-altered (fractured by the impact of the meteor that created Haughton crater). However, Z is not personally engaged in biological research, he is simply providing a specific identification that assists C. In contrast with D, Z’s assistance goes beyond the mechanics of sample collection to include an interpretation of the material, which itself is why the sample is interesting and valuable to C. The collaborative relation between C and Z is revealed as well in how they handle samples and their route, identifying rocks and discussing their origin.

C doesn’t presume to use Z as an assistant; he asks if Z minds to carry C’s sample.
Z Want a bag? [11:57]
C Can I put those in your backpack?... Okay... (Z holds bag while C stuffs it, then C takes it)... Excellent. (closes bag). Then Z asks if C minds about their going in a certain direction.
Z ... I want to carry on just up here...
C Okay... just to the end there?
Z Yup...
C finds this consistent with his work, and provides more information his personal agenda.
C Oh, I need to get a water sample for Andy, somewhere at the end there; I wouldn’t mind seeing what happens at the end of that lake as well. [11:57]
Z Yeah

A few minutes later, C and Z discuss a sample of gneiss:
C (on knees) Oh, yeah, (hitting rocks and looking) [12:08]
Z (hits rocks just to side of C)
C Oh, yeah... cool (examining rocks, Z with hammer)... yeah, this is amazing.
Z volunteers basic geologic information, and they discuss how the endolith may have formed.
Z And this stuff’s probably like, well it’s at least a billion years old.
C Endoliths in a billion year old impact shocked gneiss—that’s cool!
Z (laughs)
C That’s really amazing. (More seriously) So, what does the impact event do to the texture of the rock, would it have
made it any more survivable for these things to live in? I mean does it make it less porous? Or...
Z It makes it more porous,
C ... or more porous?
Z ... yeah. So, I mean, this stuff, that would probably weigh, if that was a proper bit of gneiss...
C ... yeah
Z ... it would be two or three times that weight?
C Really? Okay
Z I mean, you can find some stuff that's really vesiculated...

Now C states his hypothesis about the formation of endoliths:
C Because I’ve been sort of wondering whether there's a case to be made for increased porosity of rocks that is less dense from being melted... ah, as a habitat for... endoliths. [12:09]

Correcting C, Z states that the low density is caused by shocking not melting:
Z Yeah, although these haven't been melted... they've been, yeah, but shock meta...
C ... shock...
Z ... metamorphosed, anyway... if they're melted...
C The thing is of course to find reports of endoliths in unshocked gneiss..."

Z Yeah
C now asks Z to help him find such samples:
C Ah, if you find unshocked gneiss around the impact site...?
Z Yeah
C ... Could we do a comparison?"
Z I've actually got a few samples back...
C Oh really?
Z ... from the helicopter flight... but there's a lot less shocked...
C ... yeah
Z Behind the base there's ah, loads of gneiss clasts, and some of them range from highly shocked to... this is sort of intermediate, to...
C Okay
Z ... more or less untouched... so you should be able to...
C makes a specific request for getting these samples:
C Uh, do you want to go out sometime and look at them?
Z Yeah
C That would be cool... What I'd like to do is get a range of, I don't know, N = 10 (laughs)
Z Yeah
C Maybe an unshocked, intermediate shocked, and very shocked and look and see if there are endoliths...
Z I've got lots lying by my tent, which is...
C shows sensitivity to Z's needs for his own personal project:
C Okay, but are they expendable, though?
Z Yeah, ... which I'm not going to take back anyway
C’s awareness that Z is not his assistant is revealed again as C looks for a bag
C Do you have another bag? I have some right down there...
Actually you need those don't you? For your samples... (Z looks in his backpack) Let me see if I can find something else... Could just put these in my pocket... [12:11]
Z Oh yeah, I've got some more, yeah
C But do you have enough, though?
Z Yeah
C For your own needs?
Z Yeah
C Okay...(packs)... Ohhkaay, (fastens bag)... probably really good to get the porosity of these things measured...
C reveals another interest, and asks Z to assist:
C It's a good breccia pile... that's another thing I want to find... endoliths in breccia... You want to smash that one? (hands over) [12:24]
Z ... quite a nice bit.. mostly a big clast by the looks of it.
C Yeah (both are looking at rocks)
C introduces a term, showing he has some geological knowledge:
C A hydrothermal one? [12:25]
Z Possibly, yeah, or it could just be corroded.
The different interests of C and Z are most obvious when they find a rock that both would like to keep:
Z That's quite a nice bit... If you feel the weight of that... that's gneiss
C Ah, god...
Z And that should, the density of that should normally be around 3 or 4 grams per centimeter cubed. that should be...
C There's even algae growing around the outside...
Z ... should be, oh about 70... if not heavier...
C (throws rock in hand and chuckles) yeah, yup...
Z (chuckles)
C It's incredible...
Z now confirms that this is the kind of rock C is looking for—the impact caused voids enabling organisms to grow inside:
Z That's from the impact, so if you see if you get big voids in that then...
C That's a nice one... I'm going to crack that one open when I get back...
But Z has other purposes in mind, and won't let C keep this sample:
Z Actually I wouldn't mind that myself.
C Oh, okay
Z. Should be able to find some more out there.
C I only want a photograph.
Z Yeah
C If we crack it open...
Z Yeah... like those, probably some more...
C negotiates a sample-gathering plan that will suit his needs:
C Yeah, if you see any gneiss, shocked or unshocks, just break it open.
Z Right
C Ah, we can...
Z I was just saying behind..
C ... behind the base camp...
Z Behind the base... I was just looking up there two nights ago, and there's loads behind the base.
C So maybe if you have a morning spare or something we could go up there?
Z A couple of hours, yeah
C And crack them open (looking around)
Z Yup, you're probably not going to find much in this limestone
C So you might look for limestone hollows in martian rocks... [12:33]

C. Comparison of collaboration
In contrast with C and D in the boat, with C and Z have two distinct interwoven research studies, with an immediate
common method of gathering samples by wandering, hitting open rocks, and examining what they find. Clearly, C is relying on Z’s expertise, but not vice versa (indeed, C’s publication of this work [12] includes Z as a co-author, but not vice versa [13]). C uses Z as an assistant in asking him to identify rocks, asking for an explanation of their origin, and sometimes asking him to open rocks. However, he is sensitive to not require too much, and indeed shows considerable deference when he checks three times (“for your own needs?”) before asking Z to carry his samples. In the most glaring exchange, Z refuses to let C keep a rock, proving that the rocks have different interpretations for the two disciplines, and that he is carrying out his own personal investigation. The two scientists show sensitivity to each other’s needs and purposes and try to be helpful. This is most clear for C when he allows Z to lead the way throughout the forty minutes analyzed here.

In short, Z is not C’s assistant, but he is clearly helping him. They are collaborating in describing and finding rocks of interest to C. But they are not collaborating in accomplishing Z’s work. Z is mostly silent about what he is doing and never makes a summary statement like C’s remarks about Mars and martian rocks. Z is perhaps more interested in his particular dissertation study of the crater, but he never mentions his topic or approach. He only once independently takes a rock to C, to show what interests him. As Z works nearby, he remains available to C, but never proactively finds rocks that C might find of interest. Thus, his contribution is passive, as C makes requests Z responds and tries to be helpful.

This lack of symmetry—C is neither an assistant nor a collaborator on Z’s project—shows that work interactions can be quite complex, and that people are sensitive to not impose their needs on others. Saying that C and Z are “teammates” would not begin to describe their relation, and would indeed blur over the kinds of demands they may make on each other. They do not share a specific research goal, but engage in a common activity of walking together, identifying rocks, and discussing morphogenesis. C repeats every few moments what he is trying to do, to frame their interaction and perhaps express his recognition of Z’s involvement in C’s investigation. Put another way, their individual actions are coordinated, as C allows Z to wander, and Z provides geological interpretations, while offering to help him later to find the additional samples he requires.

What technology would be helpful here? Based on this exchange and many others, our first approach is not to build a “robot collaborator,” but simply an voice-commanded agent system, as suggested by the Apollo 17 EVA analysis. As mentioned before, we are developing a multiagent communication system [1] in which software runs in backpacks worn by scientist-astronauts, with wireless transmission of requests and data to their rovers (ATVs), and back to the camp (habitat). The crew interacts using restricted natural language commands, which allow naming places, identifying which sample bags are being used, and describing samples or places. The system automatically tracks the crew’s route, noting the location and time of sampling and annotations. Notice that C and Z do not provide this assistance for each other; the computer system will provide a new tool. From the analysis of the transcripts given here, we could imagine another tool by which the recorded conversations of the scientists could be automatically associated with the sample records. For example, the transcripts indicate that the two minutes of conversation before and after a sample is taken could be useful to remind the scientists of the context and their early interpretations.

### Table: Comparison of robot and software agents to collaborating people during field science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Robot</th>
<th>Software Agent</th>
<th>Collaborator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance Emphasized</td>
<td>Physical coordination</td>
<td>Logging and monitoring</td>
<td>Identification, interpretation, causal explanation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combining the Apollo and Devon Island analyses, and considering the computer tools under development, a contrast can be drawn among people, software agents, and an actual robot (Table 1). This table can serve as a heuristic for relating technology to the work of field scientists: Develop robots for tasks involving physical mobility and coordination (including reconnaissance); develop an agent system for logging data and monitoring routes, schedules, and resources; and focus advanced research on tools that provide basic information (e.g., “What causes gneiss to form?”) that help people relate what they are observing to broad geological and biological theories.

### IV. Personal Projects: The Nature of Conscious Identity and Purpose

In describing C and Z’s work, we find a better fit in the language of activity and coordinated action; not the language of goals, problem solving, and tasks. Most fundamentally, exploration is not a problem to be solved, but a more general inquiry, within which problems may emerge (such as identifying a rock and its origin). Exploration is an activity, and it is within this activity that C and Z are coordinating their actions [4]. This is always most obvious in realizing what did not happen: Z did not wander off ignoring C, and C always returned to where Z was hitting rocks. When Z wanted to head in another direction, he checked with C about the destination to be sure it was compatible with his interests. Just because two people are working together in one place, we must be careful to not fall into cliches of describing them as sharing something or even collaborating. C and Z are not a team, but two people working on personal projects interwoven in time and place. Even “collaboration” is too coarse to express their relations as a route manager/geology tutor and a biologist studying endoliths in impact-shocked rock. Z did not publish his work with C, and they are not co-authors of my article. The three of us were simply working together on different, personal projects on that ridge for several hours at mid-day, July 18, 1999. Our actions were coordinated and cooperative, but we were not working on a single, joint research project (see [14] for similar analysis).

In this section, I elaborate the philosophical analysis, on the point that we can talk about robots or agents coordinating an activity with people and among themselves, but never (yet)
describe them as collaborating. I suggest that collaboration is a special kind of activity involving different, personal perspectives. In particular, a person can collaborate with another person because of being able to conceive of each other as being conscious beings with their own interests and needs [15], [16]. That is, a joint activity, a collaboration, requires having both something to contribute (a personal perspective), plus being able to show sensitivity to the other person's perspective (empathy). Today's machines are incapable of having either a personal perspective or empathy because they are incapable of conceptualization at all, let alone conceiving the idea of another agent's consciousness.

A. Talking about intelligence

As Winograd and Flores [17] argued so fervently, the term intelligent refers to qualities of people that no computer program has yet demonstrated. To use the term to refer to current programs (or its equivalent "expert systems") is to confuse the goal of AI with the reality, and thus to lose sight of the standard—human intelligence—that remains to be understood in nature and replicated in machines. Furthermore, the term knowledge has been confused with representations, so again the subject of study—human knowledge—is confused by applying it to artifacts and models (in this respect, confusing the territory and its map [18]). When we consider that William James made similar points in the 19th century about the term memory (mere repetition, such as striking the hour at the same time every day, does not mean the clock remembers what to do), we see how the misapplication of ordinary words has hindered psychological research throughout its history.

Talk about computers being collaborators of people makes the same mistake. Such phrases once again characterize nonhuman systems by qualities that only people have evidenced. This critique is influenced by British "ordinary language" philosophy, especially the writing of Ryle on the concept "mind." He taught us that we must beware using ordinary words to make technical distinctions about mental phenomena:

Many people can talk sense with concepts but cannot talk sense about them; they know by practice how to operate with concepts, anyhow inside familiar fields, but they cannot state the logical regulations governing their use. They are like people who know their way about their own parish, but cannot construct or read a map of it, much less a map of the region or continent in which their parish lies.[19]

Any science based on pretend meanings or projected properties (intelligence, knowledge, memory, collaboration) is at best wishful thinking and at worse hopelessly lost in a sea of imprecision.

B. Talk about Collaborators

What capabilities would computer systems require to be collaborators? Consider for example research collaborators, scientists who engage in a joint project. Like Z working with C on Devon Island, these people bring additional research capabilities to an effort. They may be specialized in using a particular instrument, or doing a particular kind of analysis. In defining joint research, collaborators often negotiate goals—who will do what, how capabilities and efforts will leverage off of one another. They enter into a (usually informal) contract, or may write a research proposal to define roles and responsibilities. During this work, collaborators sustain other commitments and participation.

Collaborators on our projects, whether in business or research, are valuable often because they retain membership in communities to which we do not belong. They provide a voice for other interests, which together we may meld into a new perspective, a new way of doing business, a new theory or product. Collaborators may review the joint work and instruct us on other perspectives. This relation is usually, but not necessarily symmetric. A collaborator may be just a consultant or an advisor, as Z is for C. Each person handles different parts of the work, according to capability and interest. When collaboration is symmetric, they work independently, without supervision, in handling tasks.

I claim that the general schema of collaboration that I have described has essential elements distinguishing it from other forms of task management. In particular, people may be delegated tasks without being collaborators and they may work independently. These people are often called assistants. Collaborative work must be joint, not merely delegated and piecewise assembled. Because of the interests and intelligent capabilities of professional participants, successful collaboration requires negotiation of objectives, methods, roles, and schedules. Collaborating scientists must negotiate because it is assumed that they retain their individual interests and that their contributions will serve multiple, personal purposes.

In this respect, the person who restocks grocery shelves, although required to be cooperative, is not usually collaborating with the store owner, insofar as he does not participate in the strategy for buying certain goods and displaying them. (Restocking shelves serves only the interests of the store owner, not the person doing the restocking; the owner may enter into a promotional collaboration with vendors.) Nor are housecleaners collaborating with owners in managing a house. Underlings, hired help, and servants are not collaborators. Most laboratory assistants, including novice graduate students, are not collaborators. Other professionals may be hired to handle specialized work, and they are not collaborators either: Travel agents and physicians, for example, work for us, but we do not collaborate. I am not capable of collaborating with a physician because we cannot negotiate and symmetrically manage the work. Most professional-client relations are asymmetric: The client specifies needs or problems, the specialist resolves them. Also, we should not confuse negotiation about what work is desired (e.g., giving instructions to a gardener) as collaboration. A collaboration involves a melding of efforts, not merely a negotiating of requirements. Of course, some professional work, such as designing a house, may become a collaboration if the owner is capable of making detailed design proposals. Then one is not merely indicating desired qualities of the solution, but providing parts and merging them with the other person's work. This is what we mean by collaborative work—the work is joint, not merely assigned, decomposed, or coordinated.

Similarly, involving patients in medical programs by better explaining the methods, risks, and benefits of treatment is allowing them to make better decisions. Understanding what
medical professionals are doing is a prerequisite for specialists to work jointly, but mere understanding does not make patients into collaborators with their physicians. Patients engaging in medical studies by carrying out treatment programs at home are assisting the professionals, they are not collaborating in the research. A research chemist, a pharmacist, and a physician may collaborate; but very few patients have the capability to provide an independent contribution to medical research projects.

In these respects I depart from Groz's analysis of collaboration, in which people driving in a convoy are characterized as collaborating (versus merely interacting). It is sufficient to say that they are coordinating their driving. Or perhaps, given the negotiation involved in where and when to stop, they are cooperating (literally, co-operating).

It might be tempting to imagine that people and robots finding a route together, say when exploring a new area, would be collaborating. But again we must examine closely the nature of the conceptualization involved. Would the computer systems merely supply information and apply models? Providing timely, useful information and calculations is cooperative. But evaluating routes for investigative purposes (beyond safety and efficiency) involves scientific perspectives. I claim this involves a non-verbal, conceptual aspect, tied to long-term personal identity and purpose, which computers cannot (yet) have.

C. Collaboration requires consciousness

Should we try to develop robots that can be collaborators? In ordinary life we do not choose to have every assistant be a collaborator—indeed large areas of social organization would become intractable if all work were open to joint direction, as in a collaboration. Consider for example the relation of a manager to an administrative assistant. They do not jointly decide what letters to write and what to say. The intermediate results of collaborative work often must be negotiated (interpreted) to form a whole, as in the Z's conversation with C about the relation of melting and shaking. Scientific collaborators almost inevitably speak for different communities. Collaboration by its very nature leaves open the possibility that in some respects perspectives are incommensurable; people may decide to exploit their proposed contributions independently (as Z did not make C a co-author). Consider how far we are from having a machine that could independently decide to withdraw from a project, to define a separate contribution. And why would we want to create such a machine in the first place?

Here lies the rub: Without consciousness, a robot cannot have a project. Projects are an essential aspect of identity, of the experience of being a person, an entity with a history, with ambition, with creative concerns ([21], see the story of Franco Magnani, "The landscape of his dreams"). Having a project is almost entirely ignored by cognitive studies of expertise [18].

V. CONCLUSION: NEXT STEPS FOR WORK SYSTEM DESIGN

In this paper I have analyzed transcripts of people working together on the moon and in the Arctic. I have distinguished between physical coordination, cooperative action, and collaboration. I emphasized information processing capabilities a computer tool could provide, which we have prototyped in a multi-agent system [1]. The examples suggest that to develop useful tools for field science (which we can call "assistants"), we should focus on route and schedule monitoring, science data logging, and telemetry.

Applying the same methods, robot developers could document and analyze people working together in their domain of choice. Tracking conversations has been shown to be a good heuristic for understanding the work people do in a complex environment [22], [23]. One can then find categories of displays and model-based representations that will support the work. Some of these tools will be databases with perhaps natural language interfaces; some of these systems will be combined with sensors and proactive model-based processors ("agents"); and yet others will also include effectors and be [26] have focused for several years on physical tasks like deploying a long, heavy cable. This is fine, but in actual field work they found that the mundane task of having the robot carry a relay antenna in line of sight with the habitat was more pressing.

When starting with a complex, perhaps dangerous and resource-scarce environment, such as Mars, related experiences, such as the Apollo traverses, may reveal a variety of easily defined problems that technology can actually help solve. Starting with how the people are interacting with each other can provide startling changes in perspective. If the astronauts on Apollo are rarely working together, does this mean that a robot who is a "true teammate" would be off working alone?
Or might the entire practice of surface exploration be changed by adding a third person? This question is more quickly answered by analyzing appropriate groups of three people, than by adding a rudimentary computer system to a group of two people. This argues that requirements analysis should be empirical, grounded first and foremost in the study of personal concerns. By better understanding what people are trying to do, we will formulate many practical ideas for what computer systems can help and how they should behave.
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